DATASHEET
UNISON KEY CABINET MANAGEMENT – TRAKA INTEGRATION

MAIN FEATURES
Manage all you valuable keys and
assets from a single user interface
Assign access to individual keys and
fobs
Raise an alarm in Unison when a key
is pending and has been returned
late
All events and alarms appear in the
Unison event log
Generate reports that outline all key
activity
Ability to set temporary access
restrictions while using a key
Support for automatic upload of
configuration data

PACOM Unison provides you with an unparalled graphical user interface for managing all
your security and building needs in one easy to use solution. This includes management for
intrusion detection, access control, fire systems, video management and verification, intercom
management, building controls, and keys and assets.

PACOM UNISON
With large amounts of information from different applications, it is crucial to use a system that offers a simple and intuitive
user interface. This allows the operator to respond to various types of events in a fast and secure manner. In a powerful
way, Unison presents information from different sub-systems in a common user interface. Unison is a Windows-based client /
server system with a graphical layout that can be recognized from the traditional Microsoft Office environment.
Unison’s ease of use is high lightened by the large amount of graphical features supported by the system. CAD drawings
can be imported and icons can be placed in different layers of the drawing to symbolize devices like cameras, intercoms and
card readers. The graphics make the system user friendly, reduces training requirements and minimizes the risk of incorrect
decisions. When integrating with a fire, intrusion or other subsystem, the task of manually programming hundreds, if not
thousands, of different objects is time consuming, repetitive and tedious. Unison intelligently uploads the configuration
minimizing data entry and programming errors and significantly speeding up commissioning.

TRAKA INTEGRATION
Originally, the manufacturer of one of the world’s first electronic key management systems in 1990 - Traka are now
considered as world leaders in innovative technology for sophisticated, intelligent key management systems and lockers
solutions to manage and control access to your most important assets. When a conventional key is stolen, mislaid, or
accidentally taken home, your security is compromised. Your organisation is suddenly vulnerable. Even if nothing is stolen,
and no damage is done, the cost and inconvenience of fitting new locks and the impact on productivity can be significant.
Traka can significantly reduce the cost to your organisation of losses through accidental damage, theft, personal injury and
downtime.
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DESCRIPTION
The integration between PACOM Unison and ASSA Abloy Traka allows for extensive key management at facilities such
as data centers, healthcare facilities, universities, municipalities, governments and other similar applications. The user
presents an access card to a reader in order to open the key cabinet and access a selected key. All actions and events are
logged in Unison and can be accessed at any time. Unison can be configured to activate an alarm if a key is not returned
to the cabinet on time. In addition, Unison can be programmed to activate an event once a key is borrowed or is returned
late.
The Traka integration has support for automatic upload of configuration making it efficient to upload data to user tags or
update time schedules.

COMPATIBILITY
Unison 					V5.8
Supported Hardware/Software 		

Traka 32 2.18.0000

Supported SDK/API 			

API version 18

ORDERING INFORMATION
PART NUMBER TYPE CODE

DESCRIPTION

110 001 001

USN-STD

Unison Standard. Includes license for one Unison client workstation.

110 001 002

USN-ENT

Unison Enterprise. Includes license for one Unison client workstation.

110 002 008

USN-KEY

Unison Key & Asset Module. Includes support for 25 keys/assets.

110 003 008

USN-KEY-25

Unison license for additional 25 keys/assets.
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